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ABSTRACT
We present a systematic, computational analysis of the
electrostatic component of binding of three HIV-1 RT
inhibitors—nevirapine (NVP), efavirenz (EFV), and
the recently approved rilpivirine (RPV)—to wild-type
(WT) and mutant variants of RT. Electrostatic charge
optimization was applied to determine how suited
each molecule’s charge distribution is for binding WT
and individual mutants of HIV-1 RT. Although the
charge distributions of NVP and EFV are rather far
from being optimal for tight binding, RPVs charge
distribution is close to the theoretical, optimal charge
distribution for binding WT HIV-1 RT, although slight
changes in charge can dramatically impact binding
energetics. Moreover, toward the L100I/K103N double
mutant, RPVs charge distribution is quite far from
optimal. We also determine the contributions of chemical moieties on each molecule toward the electrostatic
component of binding and show that different regions
of a drug molecule may be used for recognition by different RT variants. The electrostatic contributions of
certain RT residues toward drug binding are also computed to highlight critical residues for each interaction. Finally, the charge distribution of RPV is optimized to promiscuously bind to three RT variants
rather than to each one in turn, with the resulting
charge distribution being a compromise between the
optimal charge distributions to each individual variant. Taken together, this work demonstrates that even
in a binding site considered quite hydrophobic, electrostatics play a subtle yet varying role that must be
considered in designing next-generation molecules
that recognize rapidly mutating targets.

INTRODUCTION
HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) has been a key drug target
in the treatment of HIV, with several clinically approved inhibitors currently available. However, a major challenge in the
effective treatment of HIV is the widespread emergence of drug
resistance. A requirement for next-generation RT inhibitors is
that they promiscuously bind to many mutant RT variants,
thereby creating a higher genetic barrier to resistance. To
rationally design inhibitors with broad recognition profiles, one
must understand the physicochemical determinants of both
tight and promiscuous binding in a particular system. In this
work, we analyze the electrostatic determinants of tight and
promiscuous binding in the HIV-1 RT system, noting that electrostatics often play a key role in molecular recognition and
help mediate either specific or promiscuous binding in many
systems.1–7
HIV-1 RT is a heterodimer consisting of p66 and p51 subunits, the larger of which provides the binding sites for two
classes of drugs.8 The first class, nucleoside RT inhibitors
(NRTIs), are nucleoside analogues that bind in the active site
to competitively inhibit enzymatic function of RT.9 The other
class, non-nucleoside RT inhibitors (NNRTIs), is the focus of
this work; these inhibitors bind noncompetitively10,11 in a
hydrophobic area several angstroms from the nucleotide binding site.12,13 Upon binding an NNRTI, HIV-1 RT undergoes a
conformational change14 thought to inactivate the enzyme by
altering its kinetics,15 although the exact mechanism by which
this is accomplished is not fully understood and is addressed in
several studies and reviews.16–19 One of the first NNRTIs used
in treatment was nevirapine (NVP),20 a dipyridodiazepinone
with a low barrier to resistance, as it loses affinity and potency
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Figure 1
The chemical structure of each drug molecule considered in this study.

upon single amino acid mutations in RT.21,22 These
mutations include Y181C and Y188C, which, from structural analyses, are thought to cause a significant loss of
stacking and hydrophobic interactions with NVP.23 A
second-generation inhibitor, efavirenz (EFV),24 is smaller
and makes fewer contacts with Tyr18123 and Tyr188,25
thus enabling it to lose less potency against strains with
these mutations,24,25 relative to NVP. However, although
still binding more tightly than NVP, EFV loses potency
in the presence of K103N, a mutation with significant
cross resistance26–29 that appears to create a kinetic
‘‘gate’’ blocking drug entry into the binding region of
RT.28,30 Recently, a new class of HIV-1 NNRTIs, the diarylpyirimidines (DAPYs), show great promise in maintaining potency against such historically resistant strains.
These drugs include etravirine (ETR)31 as well as the
more recently approved rilpivirine (RPV).32,33 Structural
analyses reveal that conformational flexibility and the
existence of several possible binding modes play a crucial
role in these inhibitors’ ability to bind promiscuously to
many variants.10,33,34 Nevertheless, mutations such as
K101P and Y181I, as well as accumulations of other
mutations, can confer resistance to ETR22 and RPV.35
There have been many previous computational studies
to understand the structural determinants of binding
between the NNRTI molecules considered in this work
(Fig. 1) and RT variants. Monte Carlo simulations
coupled with experimental data36–38 or QSAR
approaches39–41 have been used to build predictive
models for and to highlight physical determinants of inhibitor binding. Other combined approaches involving
molecular dynamics have resulted in predictive models
that provide insight into physical properties of tight
binding.42,43 The roles of specific amino acid residues in
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mediating inhibitor interactions in either WT or mutant
complexes have been quantified through multiple methods. Quantum mechanical (QM) approaches44–49 have
in part highlighted the importance of Lys101’s electrostatic interactions with EFV while calling into question
the role of stacking interactions between Tyr181 and
NVP. QM approaches have also implicated CH. . .p
interactions as being important in the NVP-RT interaction.50 The effects of specific mutations or residues on
binding inhibitors have also been assessed through molecular dynamics simulations, molecular mechanics calculations, or free-energy perturbation methods,51–56 and
several of these studies implicate residues such as Lys101
and Lys103 as important for binding EFV and ETR. The
role of water molecules has also been discussed in mediating interactions between RT and drugs such as NVP57
and ETR and related DAPY analogues.56 Several studies
have also considered the effect of binding NNRTIs on
global RT dynamics to elucidate the structural mechanisms of NNRTI inhibition and to understand dynamic
structural determinants of binding.17,18,58,59 Although
the information derived from these studies has been substantial, this study is unique in that it provides a comprehensive, comparative, and evaluative analysis of
multiple chemically diverse drugs, each in complex with
multiple RT variants. Moreover, it focuses on the electrostatic properties of the drug–target interaction, accounting for the crucial effects of desolvation upon binding,
which some previous studies—notably many using
QM—omitted. Additionally, as there are key hydrogenbonding interactions between certain drugs and RT, the
NNRTI binding pocket is considered quite hydrophobic10; consequently, an analysis that focuses on electrostatics in this system could reveal subtle yet interesting
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binding determinants that may be ‘‘hidden’’ in an overall
energetic analysis and also may be less obvious than
those in a highly polar or charged binding site.
In this work, we systematically analyze and compare
the electrostatic interactions between each of three drugs
and both WT and clinically relevant mutant RT targets
to further understand the electrostatic determinants of
tight and promiscuous binding. We focus our study on
three inhibitors that span both a wide chemical space
and the longitudinal history of RT drug development—
NVP (first-generation), EFV (second-generation), and
RPV (recently approved). Our analysis quantifies the
extent to which each drug’s charge distribution is suited
for tight binding toward each RT variant, as well as the
energetic contribution of various chemical moieties on
each drug and certain RT residues toward the electrostatic binding free energy. To quantitatively assess the
optimality of each drug’s charge distribution for binding
RT, we use the method of electrostatic charge optimization, first developed by Lee, Kangas, and Tidor60,61 and
previously applied to several systems.62–72 To quantify
the contribution of various molecular moieties toward
the electrostatic binding free energy, we used electrostatic
component analysis techniques similar to those previously applied to various protein—protein and protein—
small molecule complexes.62,72–75 We also optimize the
charge distribution of RPV for broad molecular recognition to promiscuously bind to three RT variants. Our
approach is similar in aim to previously developed formalisms for multitarget affinity optimization71,76 that
were in part applied to the HIV-1 protease system,71 but
here it is presented as a constrained, convex optimization
problem.
Our results demonstrate that while the charge distributions of NVP and EFV are quite dissimilar from their hypothetical, optimal counterparts for binding WT RT, the
charge distribution of RPV is quite similar to its WToptimized counterpart, although slight changes in charge
values can greatly improve RPVs binding energetics toward WT RT. We also show that RPVs charge distribution is highly suboptimal for binding the L100I/K103N
mutant and that a more muted, hydrophobic charge distribution would allow RPV to more broadly recognize
selected RT variants. Additionally, we demonstrate that
the drug and target molecular components that contribute most significantly toward or against the binding
interaction often depend on the binding partner,
although certain components, such as Lys101, Lys103 on
RT, are often among the most favorable or unfavorable
contributors. Taken together, this work provides a systematic integration of charge optimization and component analysis techniques to provide a comparative study
between multiple drug molecules and multiple clinically
important target variants within the HIV-1 RT system.
Moreover, our systematic analysis of RPV in complex
with multiple RT variants demonstrates that electrostatics

Table I
The HIV-1 RT Variant/Drug Complex Crystallographic Structures
Studied, Including Protein Data Bank (PDB) Codes (www.pdb.org)
Drug

RT variant

PDB code

Resolution ()

References

NVP
NVP
NVP
NVP
EFV
EFV
EFV
RPV
RPV
RPV

WT
Y188C
K103N
Y181C
WT
K103N
Y181C
WT
L100I/K103N
K103N/Y181C

1VRT
1JLF
1FKP
1JLB
1FK9
1FKO
1JKH
2ZD1
2ZE2
3BGR

2.2
2.6
2.9
3.0
2.5
2.9
2.5
1.8
2.9
2.1

77
23
25
23
25
25
23
33
33
33

can play a subtle yet important role even in binding sites
that are fairly hydrophobic, and its role should be considered in mediating promiscuous binding toward multiple mutant variants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Structure preparation

Studies were initiated using four crystalline structures
of HIV-1 RT variants bound to NVP, three crystalline
structures of RT variants bound to EFV, and three crystalline structures of RT variants bound to RPV (Table I).
For each drug, at least one complex with a resolution
2.5 Å was included to ensure as accurate as possible a
model across the drugs given the available experimental
data.
In each structure, water molecules with fewer than
three potential nonwater hydrogen-bonding interactions
were eliminated, as were explicitly resolved solvent ions.
The amide groups of asparagine and glutamine residues
were flipped as needed using the results from NQ-flipper78,79 as a guide as well as visual examination of the
possible hydrogen bonding contacts as necessary. Imidazole groups of histidines were assigned tautomeric states
and flipped if necessary by manual inspection of surrounding contacts. In RT K103N structures, calculations
were done using both possible asparagine flip-states at
position 103. As a detailed, full-energetic analysis of
bound and unbound states for each asparagine conformer is beyond the scope of this work, results using the
conformer with the more favorable electrostatic binding
free energy using the drugs’ actual charge distributions
are shown in each case, with qualitative differences
between flipped states discussed in the Results. In a subset of the structures, the sulfinoalanine residue at position 280 on the p66 subunit (30 Å or more from the
drug molecule in all cases) was computationally modified
to a cysteine residue.
Hydrogen atoms were modeled onto structures
using the hydrogen-building (HBUILD) facility80 of
CHARMM,81 with the CHARMm22 parameter set and
PROTEINS
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force field82 and the TIP3P water model.83 CHARMm22
atom types were assigned to each atom in NVP, EFV, and
RPV; a handful of atoms within drug molecules were
assigned alternative CHARMm22 atom types due to the
lack of complete parameter availability, but these assignments were expected to have a negligible effect on the
structure preparation process as all crystallographically
resolved atom positions were fixed during structure preparation. One exception was with the building of hydrogen
atoms on the cyclopropyl rings of NVP and EFV. For
NVP, the position of the single hydrogen atom on the
cyclopropyl carbon proximal to the rest of the molecule
was manually adjusted to be similar to its position in the
quantum-mechanically geometry-optimized structure.
For EFV, this hydrogen was placed similarly to its position in a quantum-mechanically geometry-optimized
structure in which angles between the cyclopropyl ring
carbons and the alkyne carbons were constrained to the
crystallographic values.
Point charge magnitudes for drug molecules were
computed by means of the two-stage RESP method.84
Hydrogen atoms within a methyl group were not constrained to have identical charges, but fitted charges
among a group were always within 0.03e (and generally
less than 0.02e) of each other and were therefore assigned
arbitrarily to the three hydrogens; a permutation of these
charges in one complex altered the binding free energy
by less than 0.04 kcal/mol. Gaussian0385 was used to calculate the electrostatic potential used for the RESP fitting
procedure, with the geometry of each molecule first optimized at the Hartree-Fock/6-31G level and the electronic
wave functions and electrostatic potentials obtained at
the Hartree-Fock/6-31G* level, shown previously to accurately reproduce experimental free energies of solvation
via a continuum solvent model.86 Our goal was to
obtain a charge distribution for each drug that reflected
its general binding conformation; thus, each geometry
optimization used a starting conformation with heavy
atoms similar to the crystal conformation of each drug
in the wild-type complex. Robustness of RESP-derived
charges was evaluated using optimizations starting with
each of the exact (WT and non-WT) crystallographic
heavy-atom conformations considered in the study, and
the resulting RESP-derived charges were extremely similar
(RMSD 0.01e or less between all pairs of complexes
involving the same drug, except for PDB ID 1FKO, which
had RMSD 0.03e to the other EFV complexes). The
optimized geometries of each drug overlaid with its WT
complex crystal coordinates are shown as Supplementary
Information (Fig. S1), and it is evident that there are no
global conformational changes, providing confidence that
the charges reflect the actual binding conformations of
each drug.
Areas of missing crystallographic density were adjacent
to residues that were at least 20 Å (and generally much
farther) from the drug molecule, and the adjacent resi-
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dues were patched with capping groups that were subsequently energy minimized. The geometry around nitrogen atoms in each of the two NH linker groups on RPV
and nitrogen atoms adjacent to carbonyl groups on NVP
and EFV was assumed to be planar. Geometry optimizations on all three molecules in which hydrogen atoms
were initially placed out of the CNC plane at either
the HF/6-31G level or the B3LYP/6-31G* level resulted in
either a planar or a slightly pyramidal (improper dihedral
angle >160 degrees) geometry around such atoms. The
potential effects of pyramidal geometries around the
nitrogen atoms are further addressed in the ‘‘Discussion’’
section.
Structural alignment

ProFit v. 3.1 (A.C.R. Martin and C.T. Porter, http://
www.bioinf.org.uk/software/profit/)87 was used to carry
out structural alignments of WT complexes used to generate certain figures, using the multiple structure alignment feature. All p66 monomer alpha carbon atoms
present in all considered structures were used in the
fitting.
Single target affinity optimization

Electrostatic affinity optimization has been developed,
discussed, and applied extensively (see ‘‘Introduction’’
section), and the underlying theory will be only briefly
discussed here.
Consider the reversible association of a ligand molecule l and receptor molecule r to form a complex c
within solvent:
lðaqÞ þ rðaqÞ ! cðaqÞ


ð1Þ

We model the solvent as a high dielectric continuum
and the ligand, receptor, and complex as low-dielectric
cavities with point charges located at n and m atom centers on the ligand and receptor, respectively. Assuming a
linear dielectric response and the rigid binding of ligand
and receptor, the electrostatic component of the binding
free energy of the above reaction can be written as:
DGelec ¼ qLT LqL þ qRT RqR þ qLT CqR

ð2Þ

where qL and qR are n- or m-dimensional vectors of the
point charge magnitudes at ligand or receptor atom centers, respectively, and L, R, and C are nxn, mxm, and
nxm matrices that account for the desolvation free energy
paid by the ligand or receptor molecule upon binding
and the screened Coulombic interaction between ligand
and receptor. Specifically, the ijth element of L is the
one-half the binding-induced potential difference at
ligand atom center i due to a unit charge at ligand atom
center j. The first term of Eq. (2) represents the ligand
desolvation penalty, or the unfavorable free energy
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change of replacing high-dielectric solvent with a lowdielectric cavity in the shape of the receptor molecule. R
is defined analogously for the receptor, with the second
term of Eq. (2) representing the receptor desolvation
penalty. The ijth element of C is the bound state potential at ligand atom center i due to a unit charge at receptor atom center j; the last term, therefore, represents the
screened Coulombic interaction between the two binding
partners.
By differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to qL and setting
the resulting expression to zero, one obtains the
‘‘optimal’’ charge distribution—the hypothetical ligand
charge distribution that minimizes the electrostatic free
energy of binding to the target among all possible identically shaped ligands with the same atom centers:
1
qL;opt ¼  L1 CqR
2

ð3Þ

respectively. The ionic strength was set to 0.145M with a
2-Å Stern layer. For each structure, the potential was
solved on a 225 3 225 3 225 cubic grid using a threestage focusing procedure in which the structure occupied
23% of the grid, 92% of the grid, and 184% of the grid
concentrating on the drug molecule. The average of three
slight translations of the grid was used to account for
dependencies of the obtained potentials to the grid placement. The grid resolution at the highest focusing was at
least 4 grids/Å in all cases.
Upon computing all matrix elements, Matlab (The
Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to calculate optimal
charge distributions and to calculate binding components. The approximate sensitivity of the binding free
energy to an atom’s charge was taken as proportional to
the atom’s corresponding diagonal element of the ligand
desolvation matrix L.62,68
Component analyses

Under the rigid binding assumption, L is positive
semi-definite, and therefore qL,opt is strictly a minimum.
It is well-known that the binding of NNRTIs induces a
conformational change in RT, and therefore, one might
question the validity of the rigid binding assumption of
the model. However, as we are not varying the charge
distribution on RT (we optimize only the drug molecules’ charges), the deformation penalty paid by the
receptor to assume its bound state conformation is constant for a given drug shape/target combination. Operationally, we can, therefore, assume that the unbound ‘‘r’’
molecule on the left side of Eq. (1) is the hypothetical
RT molecule predeformed into its bound state conformation for a given drug–RT variant interaction.
To obtain necessary matrix elements needed for Eq.
(3) above, a locally built multigrid finite-difference numerical solver of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann Equation88 was used to solve for bound and unbound state
potentials. The explicit L matrix, the vector product CqR,
and the constant receptor desolvation penalty qRTRqR
were calculated for each binding pair. PARSE charges and
radii were used for RT atoms.89 PARSE radii were
assigned as appropriately as possible to drug atoms to
determine the dielectric boundary. It had been previously
reported that PARSE radii for C and N did not accurately quantify the solvation energies of cyano groups,
and for such groups, the previously parameterized radii
of 1.85 Å and 1.75 Å for carbon and nitrogen were used
here, as were the previously evaluated Parm99 AMBER
van der Waals radii for F and Cl.42 Hydrogens on methyl
or cyclopropyl groups of drug molecules retained their
RESP-derived charges but had zero radii; these charges
fell well within the 2.0 Å-radius sphere encompassed by
the central carbon. Retained crystallographic waters were
assigned to the target binding partner in binding calculations, based on proximity. Dielectric constants of 4 and
80 were assigned to drug/target molecules and solvent,

Equation (2) can be used to determine the binding
free energy for any arbitrary ligand charge distribution
qL. By setting a subset of atom centers to zero and reevaluating the electrostatic free energy of binding, one
can assess the effect of that charge subset on binding,
that is, that molecular component’s contribution to binding. Here, component groups on each drug molecule
were chosen to roughly correspond to specific chemical
moieties within the molecule. Subsets of qL corresponding to each chemical moiety were set to zero in turn and
DG was re-evaluated using Eq. (2). The change in DG
can be defined as:
DDGmoiety;mut ¼ DGorig  DGmoiety¼0

ð4Þ

where DGmoiety50 is the free energy change of binding
with the moiety’s charges set to zero and DGorig is the
free energy change of binding using the original ligand
charge distribution. DDGmoiety, mut can be physically
interpreted as the change in binding free energy resulting
from ‘‘charging up’’ a moiety’s hypothetical hydrophobic
isostere with its partial atomic charges. With this definition, however, the sum of DDGmoiety, mut over all moieties
in the ligand will not add up to (DGorig 2 qRTRqR)
because the sum double counts the interactions between
each pair of charges from different moieties. To allow for
the contributions of each chemical moiety to be additive,
we assigned one-half the interaction between pairs of
moieties to each moiety:
DDGmoiety;contrib ¼ ðDGorig  DGmoiety¼0 Þ  qzT Lzn qn ð5Þ
Here, qz are the original ligand charges at the moiety
atoms being set to zero, qn are the remaining ligand
charges, and Lzn is the corresponding submatrix of L.
The last term in Eq. (5) is one-half the interaction free
energy between the relevant chemical moiety and the
PROTEINS
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remaining ligand charges. In our analyses of the contributions of drug molecule moieties toward binding, we
use the ‘‘additive’’ DDGmoiety, contrib defined in Eq. (5), as
it allows for interpretability when comparing the relative
contributions of molecular groups to each other and for
assessing each contribution as a fraction of the overall
binding free energy change. However, we also quantified
the electrostatic contribution of certain amino acid residues on RT toward binding drug molecules. Because the
R matrix was not explicitly calculated, each quantity was
obtained by setting the relevant residue’s charges to zero
and recalculating the overall binding free energy change
between ligand and receptor. In these cases, the ‘‘nonadditive’’ DDGmoiety, mut [Eq. (4)] was used because only a
subset of RT residues were considered and the sum over
all considered residues would not have a physically significant interpretation. The definitions used here are similar
to the quantities DDGmut and DDGcontrib used in previous
work.73
Multitarget affinity optimization

To simultaneously optimize RPV to bind to multiple
RT variants, the drug charge distribution qL that minimized the sum of the binding free energies toward the
set of variants was determined, subject to constraints that
the binding free energy toward each individual variant be
no greater than a threshold t above the previously determined global affinity-optimized binding energy toward
that variant. The mathematical formulation of the multitarget optimization problem is as follows:
X
Minimize
qLT Li qL þ qLT CqR;i
i

Such that : 8i; qLT Li qL þ qLT CqR;i  Wi þ t
Here, the variables being optimized are the components of qL. Li and CqR,i are the L matrix and CqR
vector for the ith target variant. Wi is the optimal
binding free energy toward the ith target variant, not

including the constant receptor desolvation penalty.
The objective function is convex, as it is a sum of
individual convex functions (upward-facing paraboloids). The feasible region is also convex, as it is the
intersection of multiple convex regions, each of which
is a hyperellipse encompassing the feasible charge space
in which the affinity toward a given target would be
less than t above its globally optimal value. Therefore,
a locally optimal solution found to this optimization
problem will be a global optimum.
The threshold value t was systematically varied until
the lowest value (in increments of 0.01 kcal/mol) of t at
which the optimization problem became feasible had
been found. This ensured that binding toward each individual variant was sufficiently tight. Optimizations were
carried out using GAMS (GAMS Development Corporation, Washington, DC), with the CONOPT solver.90
Figure generation

VMD91 and Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA)
were used to generate all figures and plots shown in this
work.
RESULTS
Affinity optimization and component analysis
of each drug toward WT HIV-1 RT and
selected mutants

For each drug-target variant complex, the optimal
drug charge distribution was found. Although this optimally tight-binding charge distribution is hypothetical
and not reproducible by an actual molecule, a comparison of this charge distribution with the calculated
‘‘actual’’ molecular charge distribution can provide
insight into existing determinants of tight binding and
potential modifications that could allow the drug’s electrostatic properties to more closely approximate optimality. Additionally, each drug was broken into molecular
components, with the partitioning intended to separate

Figure 2
Affinity optimization and component analysis for the binding of NVP (A), EFV (B), and RPV (C) to WT and mutant RT. For each drug, the actual
computed drug charge distribution (‘‘q,actual’’) is shown in the upper left of its subfigure, with atoms colored according to the legend at top (blue 5
positive, red 5 negative). At right, each row contains results for the drug interacting with a particular RT variant, labeled at the row’s left. Column
1 shows the optimal charge distribution (q,opt), colored according to the corresponding legend. Column 2 displays ‘‘q,diff,’’ the difference between
the actual and optimal charge distributions (actual—optimal), colored according to the same legend. Here, a red-colored atom is too negative when
compared with its optimal counterpart, and a blue-colored atom is too positive; the size of each sphere is proportional to the approximate
sensitivity of the binding free energy to that atom’s charge value (sizes can be compared within a panel but not between panels). Column 3 shows
the energetic contribution of various chemical groups on the drug molecule toward the binding free energy as quantified by DDGmoiety, contrib,
described in the methods; the groups used to partition the molecule are shown as different colors at left in each panel (‘‘moieties’’). The
contributions of each group are colored according to the corresponding legend at top—a red-colored group is destabilizing, and a blue-colored
group contributes favorably to binding. The fourth column shows the same quantity as the third column, but assuming the hypothetical, optimal
drug charge distribution. For ease of visualization, all panels for a given drug are shown in the conformation assumed in its complex with WT. (D)
A structural alignment of NVP (licorice), EFV (lines), and RPV (ball-and-stick) in the RT binding pocket, with atoms colored by calculated optimal
charge toward WT, according to the same legend. Circled in yellow are chemical moieties on EFV and RPV that make potential hydrogen-bonding
interactions with the backbone of Lys101 on RT.
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Table II
Optimal Monopole (Qopt) and RMSD Between Actual and Optimal Charge Distributions (qRMSD), both in Electron Charge Units (e), for Each
Drug–Target Pair
NVP

EFV

RPV

Variant

Qopt

qRMSD

Variant

Qopt

qRMSD

Variant

Qopt

qRMSD

WT
Y188C
K103N
Y181C

10.15
10.69
10.04
10.21

0.30
0.36
0.39
0.32

WT
K103N
Y181C

10.04
10.26
10.06

0.29
0.25
0.32

WT
L100I/K103N
K103N/Y181C

10.21
10.22
10.34

0.17
0.33
0.22

out chemically relevant moieties. The electrostatic contribution of each moiety toward binding (DDGmoiety, contrib.)
was computed, first assuming the drug’s ‘‘actual’’ charge
distribution and then assuming the drug had the hypothetical optimal charge distribution.
The results from charge optimizations and component
analyses are presented for all drug-target variants in Figure 2. In addition, Table II presents the overall monopole
(Qopt) of each hypothetical, optimal molecule (not constrained to be integral here) as well as the RMSD
between the actual and optimal charge distributions for
each drug-target pair considered (qRMSD). All optimal
monopoles were slightly positive. With the exception of
the EFV—K103N mutant RT complex, the qRMSD for a
given drug is smaller for its complex with WT RT than
toward any mutants, suggesting that each drug is generally most electrostatically optimal for binding WT.
In the following sections, the results presented in Figure 2 are discussed specifically for each drug in turn.
Nevirapine

In Figure 2(A), the results of charge optimization and
component analyses for NVP bound to four RT variants
are shown. Toward all variants, the optimal charge distribution is relatively hydrophobic. This result implies that
the somewhat polarized NVP molecule is suboptimal for
tight electrostatic binding. Indeed, the carbonyl group on
NVP contributes unfavorably to binding toward all variants as its red coloring in Figure 2(A), column 3 (all
panels) indicates. In each complex, this group is either
making no significant interactions with RT or is interacting with an aromatic hydrogen on the side chain of
Phe227. Interestingly, no chemical moiety on the actual
drug has a significantly favorable electrostatic contribution (DDGmoiety, contrib. < 21.0 kcal/mol) toward binding
any variant, and toward the Y188C mutant, multiple
molecular components have a significantly unfavorable
contribution toward binding. However, for the chargeoptimized cases, many contributions are quite favorable,
suggesting that charge optimization can significantly alter
the role of various moieties in mediating binding. Interestingly, the rightmost column of Figure 2(A) indicates
that different chemical moieties on each charge-optimized molecule make the most significant contribution
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toward binding each individual variant; for example, in
the case of the Y188C mutant, the cyclopropyl ring and
the methyl-substituted pyridine ring make the largest
contributions, whereas toward the K103N variant, the
methyl group and the nonsubstituted pyridine ring do.
In the case of the Y181C variant, no chemical moiety
makes significantly favorable contributions in the charge
optimized structure, suggesting that the binding site
geometry and the potential electrostatic contacts on the
target are not capable of creating strongly favorable electrostatic interactions, even in the optimal case.
Although the optimal charge distribution is fairly hydrophobic in all cases, there are a few groups, for example, the
cyclopropyl ring when binding to the K103N mutant, that
obtain a dipole [Fig. 2(A), third row, first panel]. This particular dipole is likely due to the Glu138 residue on the p51
subunit of RT, as a reoptimization upon neutralizing all
charges on Glu138 significantly reduced it (data not
shown). As with all K103N mutant structures, parallel analyses were carried out assuming each amide flip at Asn103,
and Figure 2 shows results for the conformation resulting
in the lower binding free energy. The cyclopropyl dipole
was even more pronounced in the conformation not
shown, due in part to additional effects of Asn103 (data
not shown). Nevertheless, this dipole does not contribute
significantly to the binding free energy (the cyclopropyl
region is nearly white when component analysis is carried
out using the optimal charge distribution, Figure 2(A),
third row, rightmost panel), perhaps because the binding
free energy is relatively insensitive to these charge values
[Fig. 2(A), third row, second panel].
Taken together, these data suggest that NVP does not
use electrostatics as a significant handle by which to recognize and bind tightly to WT HIV-1 RT or its mutant
variants. Nevertheless, with the exception of the Y181C
mutant, it is possible in theory for certain groups to contribute favorably to binding were NVPs charge distribution more similar to optimality.
Efavirenz

Figure 2(B) shows the results of charge optimization
and component analyses of EFV bound to three RT variants. The optimal charge distributions toward each variant show more highly charged atoms than those of NVP,
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but like NVP, these atoms are at charge locations toward
which the binding free energy is relatively insensitive
such that these strong dipoles do not significantly
contribute to binding. EFV, like NVP, is suboptimal
electrostatically in that its polar groups are generally
overpolarized. Accordingly, the lactone group contributes
unfavorably toward binding WT and the Y181C mutant,
as its desolvation penalty is not overcome by its interactions with RT; interestingly, the carbonyl portion of the
group contributes favorably toward binding the K103N
mutant; in this complex it interacts more closely with the
backbone amino group on Lys101 than in the other complexes; the favorability of this group depends on the conformation of Asn103, as it is not significantly favorable
with the amide group of Asn103 flipped (data not
shown). The other groups on EFV have neither a significant favorable nor unfavorable contribution toward
binding any variant.
Unlike NVP, none of the optimal charge distributions
contain chemical groups that have significantly favorable
contributions toward binding the target. The charge-optimized molecule toward the K103N mutant sacrifices the
strongly favorable interaction via the carbonyl group for
removing the unfavorable contribution from the ester
oxygen, resulting in an overall more favorable binding
affinity, but where no group has a significantly favorable
contribution toward binding. Overall, the results in Figure 2(B) suggest that like NVP, EFV does not use electrostatics as a major determinant for molecular recognition
of WT RT or its variants, although, unlike NVP, the
potential for EFV to do so with an altered charge distribution appears to be limited.

Rilpivirine

The results of charge optimization and component
analyses for RPV bound to three RT variants is shown in
Figure 2(C). Interestingly, the optimal charge distribution
for RPV bound to WT RT is very similar to the actual
drug’s charge distribution (qRMSD 5 0.17, lower than the
analogous values for NVP and EFV, as shown in Table
II), suggesting that RPVs charge values are nearly optimal
for tight electrostatic binding to WT RT. The pyrimidine
ring contributes favorably to binding WT RT; the same
group also is the significant contributor to binding for
the optimized drug molecule, demonstrating that RPV is
using the same electrostatic binding determinant as its
hypothetical, optimal counterpart. The pyrimidine ring
and the neighboring NH-linker are involved in two
hydrogen-bonding interactions with the amino and carbonyl groups of Lys101 on RT, respectively. This analysis
shows that the ligand charge values involved in these
hydrogen-bonding interactions are nearly optimal. Nevertheless, the cyanovinyl and cyano groups on RPV are
overpolarized and contribute slightly unfavorably toward

binding; these interactions are eradicated in the optimal
complex by a neutralization of these groups.
Although the charge distribution is nearly optimal for
tight binding to WT RT, it is highly suboptimal for binding the L100I/K103N mutant (Fig. 2, second row). Here,
the optimal charge distribution has nearly the opposite
polarization as the actual molecule on the pyrimidine
ring and the relevant NH linker atoms. Toward this
mutant, no RPV component significantly contributes
favorably to binding, and furthermore, even the optimal
charge distribution does not have any components that
significantly contribute favorably toward binding,
although the relevant N
H linker has a slightly favorable contribution. In this structure, the backbone of RT
residue Lys101 is greatly shifted relative to the drug molecule when compared with the WT structure, and thus
the near-optimal hydrogen bonding interactions observed
in the WT structure are suboptimal here. The suboptimality of RPV toward this mutant is qualitatively robust
to the flip-state of the Asn103 side chain, although in the
conformation not shown, the relevant NH linker
group contributes more favorably in the hypothetical
charge optimized structure(data not shown).
The N-H linker on RPV is actually underpolarized toward the Y181C/K103N mutant [third row of Fig. 2(C)].
Toward this mutant, it is the linker group that contributes most significantly toward the binding interaction,
but polarizing this group further could lead to an even
greater contribution [rightmost panel of third row, Fig.
2(C)]. It is interesting that different molecular components (the pyrimidine ring and the N
H linker) can be
the most significant contributor toward different RT variants (WT and Y181C/K103N). The underpolarization of
the NH group toward this mutant is robust to the
flip-state of Asn103, although with the alternate conformation, the optimal NH polarization was somewhat
closer to the polarization of the actual molecule, with the
group contributing less overall to the actual and optimal
binding free energies (data not shown).
These results suggest that, unlike NVP and EFV, certain moieties on RPV not only play a significant role in
mediating electrostatic interactions between RPV and RT
but also the role greatly varies depending on the RT variant. The pyrimidine ring and NH linker appear to be
optimal for binding WT, overpolarized for the L100I/
K103N mutant, and underpolarized for the Y181C/
K103N mutant. One might imagine that there may exist
a charge distribution that is an ideal ‘‘compromise,’’ such
that it is well-suited for binding to all three variants.
This idea is further explored below.
Structural alignment of optimal charge distributions

A structural alignment of the three drugs within the
RT non-nucleoside binding pocket is shown in Figure
2(D), with atoms in each drug colored by their optimal
PROTEINS
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Table III
Computed Electrostatic Free Energies of Binding (in kcal/mol) of Drug–RT Variant Complexes
NVP
Variant

DGelec,act

WT
Y188C
K103N
Y181C

5.4
12.7
6.7
5.7

(1.5)
(3.5)
(2.4)
(2.7)

EFV

RPV

DGelec,opt

Variant

DGelec,act

DGelec,opt

Variant

DGelec,act

DGelec,opt

2.3
5.0
1.2
2.1

WT
K103N
Y181C

6.4 (0.2)
6.0 (20.3)
9.6 (1.6)

3.8
4.1
5.7

WT
L100I/K103N
K103N/Y181C

7.6 (0.0)
11.0 (3.0)
7.8 (20.3)

4.1
5.5
3.6

DGelec,act is the electrostatic component of binding using the drug’s actual charge distribution; the expression in parentheses excludes the receptor desolvation penalty.
DGelec,opt is the electrostatic component of binding using the calculated optimal drug charge distribution toward each variant.

charge values toward WT RT. The carbonyl oxygen on
EFV aligns with the pyrimidine nitrogen on RPV [yellow
oval on the left in Fig. 2(D)], and both interact with the
backbone amide group of Lys101. N
H groups on both
drug molecules are also somewhat aligned [yellow oval
on the right in Fig. 2(D)], as these interact with the carbonyl group of Lys101. Nevertheless, the optimal charge
distributions of the aligned groups are rather different,
and in general, other than most atoms bearing little
charge overall, there are no clear commonalities between
the optimal charge distributions of the molecules, suggesting the absence of an optimal, molecule-independent
electrostatic ‘‘signature’’ within the binding pocket that
allows for tight binding in this system. This result may
be a consequence of the fact that the NNRTI binding
pocket is elastic, changing its structure depending on the
drug present.10
Overall electrostatic binding energetics

Table III shows the computed energetics of actual and
optimal binding for all considered complexes. Both the
actual and optimal electrostatic binding free energies are
computed to be unfavorable in all complexes. Although
the electrostatic component is but one contributor
toward the overall binding free energy, it is noteworthy
that with the exception of the EFV-K103N mutant
complex, the electrostatic binding free energies of all
drug–WT complexes are lower than their corresponding
drug–mutant complexes. Interestingly, the EFV-K103N
mutant is also the only mutant whose qRMSD is lower
than the corresponding WT qRMSD (Table II).
It is surprising that despite the near-optimal charge
distribution shown in the above section, RPV has the
most unfavorable electrostatic component of binding WT
and that it is energetically the furthest from its optimum,
with a potential improvement of 3.5 kcal/mol upon optimization compared with 3.1 and 2.6 kcal/mol for NVP
and EFV, respectively. The first of these two observations
is due to the fact that RPV desolvates RT more than the
other drugs. When controlling for receptor desolvation,
which is independent of drug charges, one now sees that
RPVs charge distribution actually has the least unfavorable electrostatic binding free energy toward WT of the
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three inhibitors, suggesting its charge distribution is
indeed somewhat optimized toward WT (numbers in
parentheses in Table III). The large receptor desolvation
penalty caused by RPV is likely due to its larger size (28
heavy atoms, compared with 20 and 21 for NVP and
EFV). Presumably, its larger size would have a favorable
effect on nonpolar interactions to compensate for the
unfavorable electrostatic contribution, as RPV experimentally has a very high activity against WT RT.32,33
The second of the surprising observations above, that
RPV is energetically the furthest from its optimum, highlights the great sensitivity of the energetics to RPVs
charge distribution when compared with the other drugs.
RPV can gain substantial energetic improvements by relatively small changes in charge values, with its optimal
binding free energy toward WT more favorable than
those of the other two drugs when controlling for receptor desolvation (23.5 kcal/mol vs. 21.6 and 22.4 kcal/
mol for NVP and EFV). The sensitivity of the binding
free energy to RPVs charges highlights the importance of
‘‘getting the electrostatics correct’’ in RPV-RT interaction.
Indeed, the largest eigenvalue of the L matrix for the
RPV/WT interaction is higher than those for the other
kcal
kcal
drugs (203mol3e
2 vs. 160 and 151 mol3e 2 for NVP and
EFV), as are the next several eigenvalues (data not
shown). Eigenvalues of the L matrix are direct measures
of the sensitivity of the binding free energy to variations
in ligand charge. Additionally, RPVs larger number of
atoms may also help explain why, although each atom’s
charge does not change appreciably to achieve optimality,
the overall energetics change appreciably because more
charges are involved. Conversely, as discussed previously,
electrostatics appear to be less crucial to the interaction
between EFV and RT and provide less potential for
improvement via optimization; larger changes in charge
values to achieve optimality afford relatively modest
energetic improvements.
The much higher binding free energy of the Y188C
mutant binding to NVP (12.7 kcal/mol) when compared
with the other NVP-RT complexes is partly due to conformation of the RT residue Glu138 on the p51 subunit
in the complex, which is desolvated by NVP upon binding but does not make significant interactions with the
drug; indeed, when the charges on Glu138 are set to
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Figure 3
The elecrostatic contributions of certain RT residues toward binding the studied drug molecules. (A) Two views of the RT binding pocket, showing
aligned drug molecules and surrounding residues. For ease of visualization, only the residues from the RPV-WT structure (PDB ID 2ZD1) are
shown. NVP is shown in orange, EFV in pink, and RPV in green. (B) The DDGmoiety,mut, defined in the ‘‘Methods’’ section, is shown for
surrounding RT residues upon binding to each drug, using wild-type structures for analysis. Panel (C) shows the same quantity as panel (B),
although now, each drug bears its hypothetical, optimal charge distribution for binding. (D) DDGmoiety,mut for selected RT residues, from either WT
or mutant structures, toward binding RPV. The starred residue (138) is from the p51 subunit. All energies are in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4
Optimizing RPVs charge distribution to bind promiscuously to multiple variants. (A) The computed optimally promiscuous charge distribution,
colored by charge value according to the legend (blue 5 positive, red 5 negative). The computed, optimal charge distributions toward each
individual variant are shown in Figure 2(C) for comparison. (B) Groups of atoms are colored according to their DDGmoiety,additive, assuming that
the drug had the computed optimally promiscuous charge distribution. Red-colored groups contribute unfavorably toward binding and bluecolored groups contribute favorably. The moieties considered are the same as those shown in Figure 2(C).

zero, the RT desolvation decreases by 4.7 kcal/mol and
the overall electrostatic binding free energy becomes 7.02
kcal/mol (data not shown).
Electrostatic contribution of RT residues
toward binding
Contribution of WT RT residues toward binding each drug

The electrostatic contribution toward binding was
computed for WT RT residues with at least one atom
center within 4 Å of all three drug molecules. Selected
residues are highlighted in Figure 3(A). DDGmoiety, mut
was used for quantifying the energetic contributions.
Physically, DDGmoiety, mut is the hypothetical change in
the binding free energy when a residue’s charge distribution replaces its hydrophobic isostere. A negative
DDGmoiety, mut therefore means that the residue’s charge
distribution contributes favorably to binding. Figure 3(B)
is a plot of the DDGmoiety, mut for the selected residues
when interacting with each of the three drugs.
Figure 3(B) indicates that certain residues, such as
Phe227, Val179, Pro236, Tyr318, and Trp229 contribute
similarly toward binding each drug—slightly favorably in
the first 3 cases and slightly unfavorably in the latter two.
However, other residues play different electrostatic roles
toward different drugs; Tyr188 contributes unfavorably
toward binding EFV and RPV, but not NVP, a result that
could help explain why NVP is most susceptible to mutations at this position. Lys103 contributes unfavorably toward all drugs, but far more in the case of EFV; in this
complex its side chain appears more buried upon binding than in the others and therefore may pay a greater
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desolvation penalty. Finally, Lys101 contributes very
favorably toward binding EFV and RPV; its backbone
makes hydrogen bonding interactions with both drugs, as
discussed previously. However, it makes no significant
contribution toward binding NVP.
Contribution of WT RT residues toward binding
each hypothetically optimized drug

Figure 3(C) is a plot of the DDGmoiety, mut for the
same set of residues selected above, although now the
charge distribution of the drug in each complex was set
to its hypothetical optimum. Most notably, the unfavorable contributions of Lys103 have been somewhat muted,
yielding an improved interaction between this residue
with the optimized drug charge distributions. Lys101 is
still the most favorable contributor for both RPV and
EFV, suggesting that the actual drug molecules are using
the same RT residues for recognition as their optimal
counterparts.
Contribution of RT residues toward binding RPV
in both WT and mutant complexes

Figure 3(D) is a plot of the DDGmoiety,mut for all residues with at least one atom within 4 Å of RPV in all
three complexes considered here. Across the variants,
many residues make similar contributions toward binding
RPV, either contributing favorably, unfavorably, or insignificantly in all three cases. Residue 103, which is
mutated to Asn in the two mutant variants, contributes
unfavorably in all cases, but more so in the L100I/K103N
complex. In both mutants, the Asn side chain is buried
by the drug upon binding but does not appear to make
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Table IV
Binding Energetics of a Hypothetical, Optimally Promiscuous Molecule
Based on RPV

DGelec,actual
DGelec,opt
DGelec,promiscuous_opt

WT

L100I/K103N

K103N/Y181C

7.6
4.1
5.4

11.0
5.5
6.8

7.8
3.6
4.9

DGelec,actual is the computed electrostatic binding free energy between RPV and an
RT variant, DGelec,opt is the calculated optimal binding free energy for each individual variant in turn, and DGelec,promiscuous_opt is the calculated binding free energy
using the optimally promiscuous charge distribution. All energies are in kcal/mol.

canonical hydrogen-bonding interactions with the drug.
Not surprisingly, Lys101 shows great variation in its contribution toward the variants, contributing very favorably
in the WT and the K103N/Y181C complexes, but unfavorably in the L100I/K103N complex.
Multitarget affinity optimization of RPV

While the charge distribution of RPV was shown to be
similar to the optimal distribution for binding to WT
RT, it was suboptimal toward the mutant variants, especially the L100I/K103N mutant. To understand electrostatic determinants of multitarget recognition, the charge
distribution of RPV was optimized to bind as well as
possible to three variants (WT, L100I/K103N, and
K103N/Y181C) simultaneously. The resulting optimally
‘‘promiscuous’’ charge distribution is shown in Figure 4.
The affinities of the optimally promiscuous molecule toward each variant are shown in Table IV; the hypothetical
molecule is predicted to have a lower electrostatic binding free energy toward each variant than the actual drug
molecule. Additionally, the contribution of the molecular
components of the optimized molecule toward binding
each RT variant is shown in Figure 4.
The charge distribution of the optimally promiscuous
molecule is somewhat of an ‘‘average’’ between the affinity optima toward the individual variants. Although the
signs of the charges on the pyrimidine ring and the relevant NH linker are similar to those on the affinity
optima toward WT and the K103N/Y181C mutant, the
magnitudes of the charges are much smaller, to account
for the opposite polarization required for tight binding
to the L100I/K103N variant. The charge distribution is
fairly hydrophobic because the optimal charge distributions toward the variants are so dissimilar, and this is the
best compromise. The same molecular components on
the optimally promiscuous molecule contribute significantly toward binding WT and the K103N/Y181C mutant
as they do in the individual affinity optima—the pyrimidine ring in the case of WT and the NH linker in the
case of the K103N/Y181C mutant, although here they do
so to a lesser extent. However, the lesser extent of these
favorable interactions is accompanied by a loss of unfavorable interactions toward the L100I/K103N variant. In
essence, the optimally promiscuous molecule is capable

of having favorably contributing components in two of
the three complexes, and no significantly unfavorable
contributions in the third, a compromise that the actual
charge distribution of RPV is not able to achieve because
it is too polarized. The results presented in this section
are with the same flip-states of the Asn103 side chains
shown in the previous sections. Similar qualitative results
(i.e., a more hydrophobic charge distribution for the
optimally promiscuous molecule) were obtained assuming the opposite flip-state conformation for the Asn103
side chains in the two double mutants.

DISCUSSION
In this work, we systematically analyzed the electrostatic
interactions between three RT drugs and multiple RT variants. Although our analysis considered only the electrostatic component of binding, it is useful to discuss our
results in context with experimental data and other previous studies. First, with only one exception, the electrostatic component of binding was computed to be worse
for each drug–mutant complex compared with the corresponding WT complex, suggesting that the worsening of
electrostatic interactions is partly responsible for the loss
of affinity toward mutant variants. Indeed, our results
show that the charge distribution of RPV is highly suboptimal for tight binding to the L100I/K103N RT mutant,
likely because of a shift in the orientation of RPV relative
to the backbone of Lys101; the corresponding increase in
the electrostatic binding free energy computed for this
complex can help explain the observed 20-fold increase in
the EC50 toward the mutant relative to WT.33 Nevertheless, some chemical moieties that we show to be electrostatically suboptimal have been shown to be important for
other reasons. For example, experimental studies have
suggested that the cyano and cyanovinyl groups are important to RPVs broad recognition profile and for the biological activity of a naphthyl-substituted analogue33,92;
future work toward understanding the tradeoffs between
electrostatic and other interactions may help in the
rational design of moieties at these positions that are electrostatically well-suited while not sacrificing other crucial
properties. Of course, drug properties such as bioavailability and toxicity, while beyond the scope of this discussion, must be considered when evaluating such tradeoffs.
Previous computational studies have quantified the
contribution of RT residues toward the drug–target interaction, with results showing some agreement to our findings. For example, Mei et al. performed quantum mechanical calculations to compute the interaction energy
between RT residues and EFV in WT and mutant complexes.46 As we also find [Fig. 3(B)], they found that
Lys101 was a major contributor toward the interaction in
WT. They found that the interaction is less favorable for
the K103N mutant because of the movement of the
PROTEINS
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Lys101 side chain away from the carbonyl moiety on
EFV. Interestingly, we show that toward the K103N
mutant, the carbonyl moiety on EFV contributes quite
favorably toward the binding interaction [Fig. 2(B)],
whereas it does not do so toward WT RT. However, as
Lys101 contributes quite favorably to binding WT RT [it
has a significantly negative DDGmoiety, mut, Fig. 3(B)], a
parallel calculation for Lys101 in the K103N mutant
yielded DDGmoiety, mut 5 20.78 kcal/mol, a less negative
value, which suggests that Lys101 does not contribute as
favorably in the mutant structure—agreeing with the previous work. Decha et al. also found Lys101 to be the
most favorable contributor toward binding EFV,55
although they also found Lys103 to contribute favorably,
a result in conflict with our findings [Fig. 3(B)]. However, their interaction energies also include van der Waals
contributions, and while they account for solvation in
their total binding free energy calculations, it is unclear
whether the effects of desolvation were accounted for in
their decomposition into interaction energies; as mentioned in the Results, Lys103 appears more buried in the
complex with EFV and may therefore pay a greater desolvation penalty. Finally, Nunrium et al.48 and Weinzinger
et al.53 also found the interaction between Lys101 and
EFV to be the most important contributor to binding.
Our study provides a more subtle perspective—whereas
the contribution from the Lys101 residue toward binding
WT RT is quite favorable [Fig. 3(B)], the contributions
from the carbonyl and NH groups on EFV are not
[Fig. 2(B), top row]. However, care must be taken when
comparing these values; when DDGmoiety, mut is used, the
interpretation is physical, as one is directly calculating
the change in binding free energy when charging up a
residue from its hydrophobic isostere. When DDGmoiety,
contrib is used, though, there is no direct physical analogue, but the values can be directly compared with values for other moieties on the molecule as true fractions
of contribution. As we argue that in this study, it was
most appropriate to use DDGmoiety, mut to quantify RT
contributions and DDGmoiety, contrib to quantify drug contributions, a direct comparison of these values between
groups on different binding partners would not be meaningful; indeed, previous work suggested that nonadditive
mutational energies may systematically overestimate the
favorability of a group because the intergroup interactions tend to be favorable.73 Nevertheless, it is interesting
that, when taking desolvation into account, many groups
on either binding partner contribute unfavorably toward
binding. This result may not be surprising given that salt
bridges—common electrostatic features at binding interfaces—often contribute unfavorably toward stability.93
Indeed, it is often believed that electrostatic features that
do not contribute to stability may be important for
determining the specificity of the interaction.93–97
Our results provide multiple hypotheses that could be
tested experimentally to further understand the studied
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interactions as well as to design potentially improved
ones. For example, Figure 2(A) shows that the nitrogen
atoms in the two pyridine rings of NVP are too negative
for optimal binding, suggesting that a replacement of
pyridine rings with phenyl rings may improve binding affinity, an experimentally testable hypothesis. Likewise, the
cyano groups on RPV are too polarized [Fig. 2(C)], suggesting their replacement with alkyne groups. Of course,
such chemical modifications are not isosteric and so
nonpolar free energy components will also be affected
and could be explicitly modeled in a manner similar to
previous work71; nevertheless, previous work has also
shown that modifications that qualitatively alter a molecule toward its optimal charge distribution often result in
increased binding affinity.69 Additionally, our predictions
of the electrostatic contributions of Lys101 and Lys103
could be roughly assessed experimentally by mutating
each to methionine and determining the change in binding affinity due to each mutation to an approximate
hydrophobic isostere, assuming such mutations do not
greatly affect protein stability and native conformation.
Previous structural analyses have highlighted the importance of water molecules in the RT binding pocket
that mediate hydrogen-bonding interactions between
drug and target.56,57 Indeed, water plays a crucial role
in modulating affinity, promiscuity, and specificity due
to its ability to reorient itself and therefore to adjust to
various binding interfaces.98 In our study, we chose to
retain only those crystallographic waters whose potential
nonwater hydrogen-bonding contacts suggested they
would be ‘‘locked’’ in a given position; generally, the
retained waters were not near the drug–target interface,
with the exception of a water molecule in the NVP-WT
RT complex that was shown to play an important role in
the drug–target interaction.57 In several crystal structures, no explicit water molecules were modeled because
the crystallographic coordinates did not include any
water molecules. Our model does implicitly account for
the effect of such water-mediated hydrogen bonds as well
as reoriented waters upon binding, as this is the very rationale for modeling the solvent as a dielectric medium.
Nevertheless, a future study that quantifies the energetic
contribution of certain explicit water molecules can yield
additional insight into the electrostatic determinants of
binding in this system.
For a given drug, certain observations in this work
were fairly robust across RT variants. For example, toward all variants, a relatively hydrophobic optimal charge
distribution was found for NVP, with some larger magnitude charges not contributing significantly to overall
binding. As future work, one may analyze the overall
robustness of the charge distribution to small conformational variations of a given target, analyzing those circumstances in which the optimal charge distribution is
sensitive to small interfacial changes and those in which
it is not. Indeed, there is a relationship between how
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polarized or charged a molecule is and how sensitive its
binding free energy is to shape differences amongst targets,99 suggesting that a sensitivity to conformation
might be more apparent in a more charged or polar
binding site, but such a hypothesis warrants systematic
study. To begin to assess the sensitivity of our results to
small conformational changes, we carried out analyses on
a different RPV/WT RT structure, PDB ID 3MEE at
2.4-Å resolution.100 Although the charge distribution of
the NH linker interacting with Lys101 was somewhat
less optimal in this structure than in the one presented
above (it was underpolarized), the charge of the nitrogen
in the pyrimidine ring was again strikingly close to its optimal value, and the cyano and cyanovinyl groups were again
similarly suboptimal (data not shown). qRMSD for this
structure is 0.20, compared with 0.17 for the WT structure
primarily considered in this work. Both RMSD values are
lower than the analogous values for NVP or EFV, providing
additional confidence that the charge distribution of RPV
is close to its optimum for binding WT RT.
In this study, we assumed that the geometry around
the nitrogen atoms in the NH groups of all drugs was
planar, as quantum-mechanical geometry optimizations
of each drug resulted in either planar or slightly pyramidal geometries around these atoms. To assess the robustness of our results to the nitrogen geometries, a subset of
analyses were performed in which the hydrogen atoms
off of certain nitrogen atoms were built to create more
significant pyramidal geometries around the nitrogen
(improper dihedrals set to 140–160 degrees, depending
on the linker considered). Here we briefly describe the
qualitative results obtained with the RPV–WT RT complex. Not surprisingly, the optimal charges depended on
the choice of inversion at the nitrogen atoms, although if
we chose the inversion resulting in the visually superior
hydrogen-bonding geometry for the N atom interacting
with Lys101, then the RMSD between the optimal
charges with the molecules with bent geometry and the
planar geometry was only 0.04e. However, while the optimal charges were somewhat robust when assuming the
intuitively more favorable inversion, the RESP-derived
charges for the actual molecule depended strongly on the
geometry of the N atom. The pyrimidal nitrogen groups
were significantly more polarized than their planar counterparts, resulting in an RMSD value of 0.09e between
the molecule’s RESP-derived atomic charges with planar
nitrogens and with the inversions considered here, with
the charges on N atoms differing by 0.4e in certain
cases. It has been previously shown that RESP-derived
charges for amine groups do not accurately reproduce
solvation energies,86 so it is unclear how accurate the
RESP-derived charges are as a model for the pyramidal
nitrogen atoms within this molecule. As beyond the
scope of this work, a study that further probed the
dependence of RESP-derived charges on the extent to
which a nitrogen atom is pyramidal and attempts to pre-

dict the positions of hydrogens off such ‘‘ambiguous’’
nitrogens through QM calculations would be interesting
future work.
Here, we showed that electrostatic interactions were not
optimized in the two conformationally rigid molecules,
NVP and EFV, and they showed only moderate potential
for affinity improvement via charge optimization. However, RPV, a conformationally flexible molecule, has a
lower electrostatic binding free energy toward WT than
NVP or EFV when controlling for receptor desolvation
penalty, with our results suggesting that electrostatics can
also be an avenue by which to further improve affinity.
One interesting hypothesis that warrants further study is
whether flexible molecules—because they may pay a larger
entropic penalty upon binding (often estimated as being
related to the number of rotatable bonds101)—may need
to be more electrostatically optimal to compensate for this
penalty and may need to use electrostatics more as a determinant for interaction. The small number of molecules
studied here does not allow us to test this hypothesis, but a
larger scale study comparing electrostatic optimality and
conformational flexibility of many diverse molecules could
address this hypothesis further.
The optimally ‘‘promiscuous’’ charge distribution of
RPV toward three variants of RT was more hydrophobic
overall than RPVs actual charge distribution, a result in
agreement with the general belief that hydrophobic molecules are often more promiscuous, or ‘‘nonspecific,’’ than
polar or charged molecules. In fact, in addition to caseby-case studies describing promiscuous interfaces or
binding sites as being hydrophobic,2,102,103 previous
work has demonstrated an overall trend that broadly recognizing molecules are more lipophilic,104 and a theoretical framework has been developed to demonstrate several specific reasons why this appears to be the case.99 In
the case of rapidly mutating targets, the long-range nature of electrostatic interactions may make the strongly
polar or charged molecules unable to fine-tune their
interactions to mutant targets, especially if mutations significantly alter the electrostatic potential.
In this work, we have used both electrostatic charge
optimization and component analysis techniques to systematically analyze the electrostatic interactions between
multiple RT inhibitors and RT variants. We show that
the role of electrostatics can vary within the same binding pocket, depending on the drug being bound, and
that different molecular components can play key roles
in different drug–target complexes. Overall, the subtle yet
important role of electrostatics in a hydrophobic binding
pocket reveal that it must be considered in the rational
design of broadly binding molecules in any system.
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